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Sovereign Tristan Durant - Protectorate Warcaster 
 

Focus Speed Strength MAT RAT DEF ARM CMD 

7 5 6 6 4 14 16 9 

 
Health (15): |[❤][   ][   ][   ][   ]||[   ][   ][   ][   ][   ]||[   ][   ][   ][   ][   ]| Warjack Points: 28 
 

Veritas - Melee Weapon 

RNG POW P+S 

2 6 12 

Magical, Disruption 
 

Field Marshal [Relentless Charge] - While 
advancing as part of a charge, this model 
gains Pathfinder. 
Iron Sentinel - While B2B with a friendly 
Faction warjack, this model gains +2 DEF and 
ARM and cannot be knocked down. 
 

FEAT 
 

Flash Point 
 

While in Durant’s control range, when a friendly 
Faction model is hit by an enemy melee attack, 
immediately after that attack is resolved the attacker 
suffers 1 point of fire damage and Blind. Flash Point 
lasts for 1 round. (A model suffering blind cannot 
make magic or ranged attacks, suffers -4 MAT and 
DEF, and cannot run charge or make slam or 
trample power attacks. It must forfeit its Normal 
Movement or Combat Action during its next 
activation. Blind can be shaken.)  

 
Spells COST RNG AOE POW DUR OFF 

 
Fog of War 3 CTRL - - RND NO 

Models gain concealment while in the spellcaster’s 
control range. 

Hand of 
the Creator 

2 SELF CTRL - TURN NO 

While in the spellcaster’s control range, models in 
its battlegroup ignore the effects of crippled 
systems. 

Hex Blast 3 10 3 13 - YES 

Enemy upkeep spells and animi on the model/unit 
directly hit by Hex Blast immediately expire. 

Polarity 
Shield 

2 6 - - UP NO 

Target friendly Faction model/unit gains Polarity 
Field. (A model with Polarity Field cannot be 
charged or slam power attacked by a model 
beginning the charge or slam in its front arc.) 
 

Manifest 
Destiny 

3 SELF CTRL - TURN NO 

Target friendly Faction model/unit gains Polarity 
Field. (A model with Polarity Field cannot be 
charged or slam power attacked by a model 
beginning the charge or slam in its front arc.) 
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Comments? Questions? Critique? 
Head over to http://4d6kobolds.wordpress.com and let me know! 
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